Policy for Behaviour

Introduction
This policy was initiated in January 2017 following consultations with children, staff, parents and
governors. This involved using staff meetings to consider which elements of the policy were to be
maintained, amended, introduced and discarded (MAID). Pupils on the School Council were
interviewed and their views helped to inform the final structure and expectations set out in this
document. We want our policy to be more than just a document, rather based on the actions that we
do and the ethos that we promote in our school.

Aims and Expectations
It is a primary aim of our school that every member of the school community feels valued and
respected and that each person is treated fairly and well. We are a caring community, whose values
are built on mutual trust and respect for all, hence one of our core values is ‘Respect’. The school
behaviour policy is therefore designed to support the way in which all members of the school can
live and work together in a supportive way. It aims to promote an environment where everyone
feels happy, safe and secure. Everyone in the school takes responsibility for making our school a
happy place in which to work.
When a large group of children and adults work together it is realistic to think that there may be
difficulties with relationships from time to time. Children work well when there is a recognised
framework where they know there are boundaries to what is acceptable within that framework. The
staff would like children to come to school ready to enjoy learning. The majority of our children do
but for those who may disrupt lessons or play times, the staff have developed a behaviour
programme which reinforces positive behaviour and sanctions unacceptable behaviour. This
programme requires assistance from pupils, teaching staff and support staff. Parental involvement
is actively encouraged.
Achievement

Aspiration

Respect

Critical thinking

The Lyndhurst Way:






We are kind with our words and actions.
We listen and follow instructions.
We are honest and tell the truth.
We work hard and always do the best in everything we do.
We are safe because we think before we act.
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Rewards and Sanctions
Rewards
We praise and reward children for good behaviour in a variety of ways:
Praise from staff
 Used in an on-going way for any good work / effort / behaviour / act of kindness etc.
Stickers
 Instant gratification for academic excellence.
 Reward for endeavour outside of school e.g. in Celebration Assembly.
Good Work Book
 To recognise and record outstanding work.
 Sticker given by member of the Senior Leadership Team.
 Name read out in assembly.
Class Champion of the week
 Nominations from children and agreed by staff collected on a chart throughout the week.
One school value per week decided by class teacher.
 Children can make suggestions for nominations to members of staff but ultimately the
teacher manages the shortlist.
 Names can be removed from nomination list at the discretion of the teacher for poor
behaviour (see sanctions).
 Children to conduct ‘secret vote’ at end of week to decide on Class Champion of the week.
 Name written on certificate and celebrated in assembly then sent home.
 Weekly email with winners to all parents. Office to co-ordinate.
Pupil of the Month
 Nominated by staff.
 Certificate presented in assembly.
 List of children awarded Pupil of the Month placed in newsletter and on the school website.
 Pupils receive a cooking reward / tea party.
 All chosen for Pupil of the Month have their names put forward for being Pupil of the Year.
Pupil of the Year
 Nominated by staff from pupils who have been awarded the Pupil of the Month.
 Certificate presented in final end of year assembly.
 List of children awarded Pupil of the Year placed in newsletter and on the school website.
Endeavour awards
 2 pupils chosen from each class for their effort over the course of the whole year.
 Certificate presented in final assembly.
Prefect status
 12 Year 6 children chosen each term.
 Badges presented in assembly.
 Used as role models for good behaviour around the school.
 Special privileges (discussed with prefects).
School Councilor (2 per class – Lead and Vice)
 Voted by the class and agreed by year group.
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Meeting with Assistant Headteacher and rules / expectations explained.
Badges presented in assembly and noted on school website.
Used as role models for good behaviour around the school.
Used to communicate ideas and questions between pupils and staff and vice versa.
Used to promote new ideas in the school.
End of year treat.

Play leaders (only Years 5 and 6)
 Application to Assistant Headteacher and rules / expectations explained.
 Used as role models for good behaviour around the school.
 Used to influence sensible play at lunch times in Years 3 and 4.
 Option (if Year Leader agrees) to aid in Years 3 and 4 Golden Time.
Golden Lunch Awards
 Tidiest and best behaved class at lunchtime selected by LSAs each week.
 Trophy for each category presented in assembly (1 for each year group).
Carrots (Courtest And Respect Reward Orange Token)
 Class behaviour reward.
 Children are awarded a CARROT for behaviour around the site or by an adult other
than their class teacher for showing courtesy and respect.
 Monthly year group winners receive praise in Pupil of the Month Assembly and a
celebration e.g. games afternoon.
‘Golden Time’ (a time when children can independently choose an enjoyable activity to take part in)
is also in operation as a right for our pupils on-going good behaviour– first choice will be given to
those who have consistently met our expectations for high standards of behaviour.
Children’s responsibilities:
 Be well-behaved and obey the instructions of the school staff.
 Be well-mannered.
 Be co-operative with staff and peers.
 Respect each other.
 Care for the school environment.
 To co-operate with other children and adults.

Teachers have the right to teach
&

Children have the right to learn
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Sanctions
The school employs a number of sanctions to uphold the school rules. The majority of the time,
sanctions are used to ensure optimum classroom behaviour and zero low-level disruption.
See below:

Verbal warning

Choose to improve

No further sanction

Choose to improve

No further sanction

Choose to improve

No further sanction

Choose to improve

No further sanction

Choose not to improve

Miss 2 minutes

Choose not to improve

Miss 4 minutes

Choose not to improve

Miss 6 minutes

SLT Detention

Serious misbehaviour

It is vital that any sanction is fair and proportionate to the misbehaviour.
Detentions will be run twice weekly in the Art room by one member of the SLT or a Year Group
Leader. All detentions last for a part of the lunch break. Hot dinners join detention after eating.
All children begin the week with 30 minutes of Golden Time. They can lose it in increments of two
minutes (Reflection) and cannot earn it back. This may happen on the day at breaktime for younger
pupils (Years 3 and 4) or the accumulated time is then later used by the child to reflect on their
behaviour choices and how they will improve next week. If a child is in detention more than twice
in a half term then contact with the parents is made.
Serious misbehaviour may be defined as, but not limited to:
1. Defiant behaviour (refusal to respond to an adult).
2. Deliberate and significant damage to property.
3. Direct verbal abuse towards staff / pupils (as opposed to gratuitous, non-directed etc).
4. Threatening (also including intentional racist and/or sexist behaviour).
5. Accusations that are malicious.
6. Violent behaviour causing or intending injury or harm to another person.
7. Substantiated allegation of bullying.
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In addition to a lunchtime detention, the school’s SLT may opt for one of the following sanctions in
cases of serious misbehaviour:
Internal exclusion (in consultation with the Senior Leadership Team)
 Used for specific incidents / repeated written warnings for disruption in class.
 Letter sent home to parents / phone call made.
Internal exclusion or loss of break time (in consultation with the Senior Leadership Team)
 Used for specific incidents.
 When necessary for exclusions: letter sent home to parents / phone call made.
Internal exclusion from lunchtime (in consultation with the Senior Leadership Team)
 Used for specific incidents / repeated written warnings for incidents at playtime / lunchtime.
 Letter sent home to parents / phone call made
External exclusion (used by the Headteacher)
 Used for highly specific incidents / continued repeated serious incidents.
 This may be conducted at an alternative provision, i.e. exclusion may be conducted at
Mayfield School (for details see alternative provision protocol).

NB: It is recognised that there are some children for whom a specially identified set of rewards and
sanctions is needed. These children have an individual behaviour plan (IBP) or pastoral support plan
(PSP) and the identified rewards and sanctions are agreed as part of this. Where this is the case, all
adults working with the child have a copy of the plan. External agencies such as the Multi Agency
Behaviour Support Service (MABSS) or the Child and Adolsecent Mental Health Service
(CAMHS) are likely to be involved.
We are aware that for some children, their behaviour is a symptom of other issues going on in their
lives or that their needs are not being adequately met. If we suspect that a child is suffering, or is
likely to suffer, significant harm then we will not hesitate to follow our Safeguarding or Child
Protection policies.
The school does not tolerate bullying of any kind. If we discover that an act of bullying or
intimidation has taken place, we act immediately to stop any further occurrences of such behaviour.
While it is very difficult to eradicate bullying, we do everything in our power to ensure that all
children attend school free from fear. Incidents of bullying are recorded and dealt with seriously.
We promote our anti-bullying policy and clear definitions of what bullying is, and is not, in order to
avoid unfounded allegations where the terminology is misunderstood.
Pupils’ conduct beyond the school gates
The school expects its pupils to maintain their high standards of behaviour beyond the boundaries,
whether it is during or out of school hours. Our pupils understand that they are representatives of
our school and that their behaviour reflects on the reputation of Lyndhurst Junior School. As such,
we will address misbehaviour outside of the school which is witnessed by a member of staff or
reported to the school. It is vital that apologies are made and lessons learned, if our pupils conduct
themselves inappropriately within the local community and beyond. Each situation will be dealt
with on an individual case to case basis.
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The Role of Parents
The school works collaboratively with parents, so children receive consistent messages about how
to behave at school at home and beyond in society.
We explain the school rules in the school booklet / prospectus, and we expect parents to read these
and support them. The Behaviour Policy will be consulted upon with parents regularly and a copy
available on the website. A summary leaflet about ‘Promoting Good Behaviour’ at Lyndhurst
encapsulates what we believe in and the systems we use.
Any pupil found to be stealing or damaging school property will have their parent/carer contacted
and may be asked to pay for the damage. In line with legal provisions, members of staff are allowed
to confiscate inappropriate items as long as it is reasonable in the circumstances. Equally, members
of staff have the power to use reasonable force to prevent pupils committing an offence, injuring
themselves or others, or damaging property, and to maintain good order and discipline in the school.
We expect parents to support their child’s learning and to co-operate with the school, as set out in
our expectations which are discussed in our meetings for new parents. We aim to build a supportive
dialogue between the home and the school, and we inform parents if we have concerns about their
child’s welfare or behaviour.
If the school has to use reasonable sanctions, we feel that parents should support the actions of the
school. If parents have any concern about the way that their child has been treated, they should
initially contact the class teacher or Year Leader or Head of School/Executive Headteacher. If the
concern remains, they should contact the school governors. If these discussions cannot resolve the
problem, a formal grievance or appeal process can be implemented.
Fixed-term and Permanent Exclusions
Only the Executive Headteacher (or the Head of School) has the power to exclude a pupil from
school. The Executive Headteacher may exclude a pupil for one or more fixed periods, for up to 45
days in any one school year. The Executive Headteacher may also exclude a pupil permanently. It is
also possible for the Executive Headteacher to convert a fixed-term exclusion into a permanent
exclusion, if the circumstances warrant this.
If the Executive Headteacher excludes a pupil, they inform the parents immediately, giving reasons
for the exclusion. At the same time, the Executive Headteacher makes it clear to the parents that
they can, if they wish, appeal against the decision to the Local Governing Board. The school
informs the parents how to make any such appeal.
The Executive Headteacher informs the Local Authority and the Local Governing Board about any
permanent exclusion and about any fixed-term exclusions beyond five days in any one term. The
Local Governing Board itself cannot either exclude a pupil or extend the exclusion period made by
the Executive Headteacher.
The Local Governing Board has a Discipline Committee which is made up of between three and
five members. This committee considers any exclusion appeals on behalf of the governors.
When an Appeals Panel meets to consider exclusion, they consider the circumstances in which the
pupil was excluded, consider any representation by parents and the Local Authority, and whether the
pupil should be reinstated.
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If the Governors’ Appeals Panel decides that a pupil should be reinstated, the Executive
Headteacher must comply with this ruling.

Monitoring
The Executive Headteacher and Head of School monitor the effectiveness of this policy on a regular
basis. The Executive Headteacher also reports to the KGA Trustees Board on the effectiveness of
the policy and if necessary, makes recommendations for further improvements.
The school keeps a variety of records for incidents of misbehaviour. The adult who is following up
an incident, records the incident on a ‘Behaviour Incident log’ sheet, these will inform other staff
who need to know, plus senior leaders, what happened and actions to take from the incident. Parents
may be informed and further action taken with children whose unacceptable behaviour is persistent.
We also keep a record of any incidents that occur at break or lunchtimes: the lunch-time supervisors
give written details or at least verbal accounts of any incident to the teacher concerned. There are
records for recording incidents of bullying, ICT and discrimination.
The Executive Headteacher keeps a record of any pupil who is excluded for a fixed-term, or who is
permanently excluded.
It is the responsibility of the Local Governing Board to monitor the rate of exclusions and to ensure
that the school policy is administered fairly and consistently.
Review
The Local Governing Board reviews this policy regularly e.g. every two years. The governors may,
however, review the policy earlier than this, if the government introduces new regulations, or if the
Local Governing Board receives recommendations on how the policy might be improved.

Dated: November 2018
Date for review: October 2020
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